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Abstract—Recently, wireless sensor networks have been paid more interest, are widely used in a lot of commercial and military applications, and may be deployed in critical scenarios (e.g. when a malfunctioning network results in danger to human life or great financial loss). Such networks must be protected against human intrusion by using the secret keys to encrypt the exchange messages between communicating nodes. Both the symmetric and asymmetric methods have their own drawbacks for use in key management. Thus, we avoid the weakness of these two cryptosystems and make use of their advantages to establish a secure environment by developing the new method for encryption depending on the idea of code conversion. The code conversion’s equations are used as the key for designing the proposed system based on the basics of logic gate’s principals. Using our security architecture, we show how to reduce significant attacks on wireless sensor networks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

RECENTLY, wireless sensor networks have become a hot technological topic with the development of computer science and wireless communication technology. Sensor nodes are deployed in a hostile or unattended environment to collect the data information [1]. They will play a key role in future smart environment. Sensor nodes, which are used to form wireless sensor networks, are limited energy resources and have low power capabilities. Thus, sensor networks need to be energy efficient [2]. Wireless networks in general are more vulnerable to security attacks than wired networks due to the broadcast nature of the transmission medium. Furthermore, wireless sensor networks have an additional vulnerability where they are not physically protected [3]. For the applications, particularly for wireless devices in which the potential for attackers is seen as greater, security will be demanded. So, security issues related to sensor networks introduce a rich field of research problem. The security requirements in WSNs include: Confidentiality means to ensure that information contained in the data is only disclosed to users or devices for which the data was intended. This can be achieved by encrypting the data. Authentication means to ensure that a receiver of the data is able to check whether the data originate from the claimed sender or not. Reply protection means to ensure that an attacker is not able to record a message and send it successfully to a node at a later point in time. It can be achieved by adding unique information to each message. The simplest way is to add the current number of a computer to the message and increase it afterwards. Hence each message contains a unique sequential number [4]. To achieve security in WSNs, it is important to be able to encrypt and authenticate messages sent among sensor nodes and this is what we achieved in our system. The heterogeneity among sensor nodes helps provide scalability, notable energy efficiency and security benefits. To exploit these advantages, we consider a two-layered (tiered), heterogeneous (which refers to networks consisting of a large number of resource-constraint sensor nodes used for data measurements and fewer resource-rich wireless devices that can be used for complex computations, decision making, and data relaying) sensor network when designing the proposed key management protocol[5].

II. RELATED WORK

Key management poses a main concern for security operation in sensor networks. Many key management protocols are proposed for homogeneous sensors networks. However, these networks have limited performance and security. Heterogeneous sensor networks are proposed to outcome these drawbacks [5]-[9].

Ashok Kumar et al [11] considered an HWSN that consisted of two types of sensors: a small number of powerful High-end sensors (H-sensors) and a large number of resource-constrained Low-end sensors (L-sensors). H-sensors can execute relatively complicated numerical operations and have a much larger radio transmission range and storage space than L-sensor nodes. On the other hand, L-sensors are extremely resource-constrained. Prevention of injection packets and old messages replication previously delivered are not considered. Chung-Horn[10] has shown that in WSNs, Hierarchical network which is considered in our study provide better performance in scalability, self-organization, and energy efficiency than homogeneous networks. Wensheng Zhang et al [12] considered that due to high computational and communication overhead, the digital signature-based authentication techniques are not suitable for sensor networks.

In our paper we considered a new light technique for using the signature with very small computational overhead. Samuel Pierre et al [13] considered that clustering has been proven to be energy efficient in sensor networks since data routing and relaying are only operated by cluster heads that can process,
III. CLUSTERING IN GENERAL

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have attracted significant attention over the past few years. A growing list of civil and military applications can employ WSNs for increased effectiveness, especially in hostile and remote areas. Examples include disaster management, border protection, and combat field surveillance. In these applications a large number of sensors are expected, requiring careful architecture and management of the network. Grouping nodes into clusters has been the most popular approach for support scalability in WSNs [14]. The clustering consists of a virtual division of the network in groups of nodes geographically close. In a typical cluster structure, every node plays a specific role such as cluster-head or cluster-gateway or cluster-member. The cluster-head normally is in charge of the local managing of the cluster, performing the arrangements of the intra-cluster communication, data forwarding and more. The cluster-gateway disposes an inter-cluster link to forward data to a neighbor cluster. The cluster-member is just an ordinary node in the cluster [15]. Finally, the energy-efficiency in clustering sensor networks has been proven in [16]-[18].

IV. HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURE

Generally there are two different architectures (planner and hierarchical) of WSN. Planner or flat is easier for deployment while hierarchical structure is simpler to implement [19]. For a scalable network the hierarchical structure is proposed, which has clusters of sensor nodes based on geographical coming closer of the nodes. Each cluster has a special designated node that performs common functions for all the nodes in the cluster called cluster head as shown in the figure 1.
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V. SYSTEM CODES AND CONVERSIONS

A code is a rule for converting a piece of information (for example, a letter, word, phrase, or gesture) into another form or representation (one sign into another sign), not necessarily of the same type. In communications and information processing, encoding is the process by which information from a source is converted into symbols to be communicated. Decoding is the reverse process: converting these code symbols back into information understandable by a receiver. In digital communication all the information is represented by binary numbers, which are either 0 or 1. Many coding systems exist for communication, and each one has its own use depending on the applications like EX-3 code, EBCDC code, gray-code, and so forth. There is also the ability to convert the word of the “key” in the paper refers to equations generated from the tables of codes prior to deployment.

VI. ASSUMPTION

The following assumptions are considered in our study:
1. Static sensor network is assumed, where all sensor nodes have fixed locations.
2. The BS (base station), acting as a sink, is trusted and will never be compromised. It is equipped with tamper-resistant material.
3. H-sensors are equipped with tamper-resistant hardware to protect their supplementary keying materials from compromise. In addition, intrusion detection systems should be integrated in H-sensors to detect malicious behavior, since H-sensors are powerful nodes. Each H-sensor preserved the pair of signature and ID of each sensor connected to it.
4. An L-sensor communicates only with H-sensors and never with another L-sensor. For precision, each L-sensor can establish a link with only two H-sensors, one by default and another as backup in the case where it cannot establish a link with the first. Sensor nodes are organized in clusters, and each node knows to which cluster it belongs.
5. L-sensors are not equipped with tamper-resistant hardware. Thus, if an L-sensor is captured, its contents are considered to be compromised.
6. Each sensor has a unique ID.
7. The word of the “key” in the paper refers to equations generated from the tables of codes prior to deployment.
8. Each L-sensor contains the ID of the CH that communicates with beside of its ID.

VII. PROPOSED SECURITY SYSTEM MODEL

There is a direct relationship between force protection for the information and the complexity of the algorithm used. The more complex algorithm has a large degree of protection and consequently affects the efficiency of the device used. Therefore, the challenges are many in order to provide very strong protection of information using algorithms with simple survival while increasing the efficiency of the device used (sensors). In the proposed system, many equations are used for getting the stuff working as a key for securing the messages transmitted between:
   a) Cluster heads and the nodes belong to them.
   b) Cluster head and cluster head.
   c) Cluster head and the base station.

These equations are coming from the new codes created during the design process and changed periodically for overcoming the compromised node. Each cluster has its own rules for when and how to change its codes or its equations that are used for securing the messages. To explain the idea, suppose that we have the structure shown in figure 1, here CH...
is the cluster head and the sink is the base station. There are three communication links in such wireless sensor networks, which are:

a) Between the node and the cluster head inside the same cluster or group.
b) Between Cluster heads, as in between CH in group 1 (G1) and the CH in group 2 (G2).
c) Between CH and the BS (base station) or sink, as in between G3 and the sink.

The base station is assumed to be secure and trusted by all the nodes in the network. So, for communication between nodes and the cluster head the following procedure is applied:

In order to find the equations that are used for securing the messages transferred among the overall network; the truth table is used for explanation and producing code conversions. For the example shown in table I, where n=3, then 2^n = 40320 tables can be generated.

### TABLE I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decimal</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For more clarifications the virtual logic circuits design shown in figures 2&3 can illustrate the procedure of encryption and decryption by using the new method of code conversions instead of the key.

For the above example, S wants to send the following streams of bits to R regardless of the meaning at this time:

```
101010100011000101001000111111011010100101010001
```

Then each of the three bits is isolated so that our code system is for three inputs only as follows:

```
010|010|010|000|010|010|010|100|100
```

Then by using XYZ equations yields:

```
010|011|000|101|101|010|010|011|000|010|011
```

This stream of bits is encrypted so that it changes its values and be other values (definition of encryption) are return to its original when received by the receiver R by using ABC equations. If the number of zeros and ones is not multiples of 3, then zeros are added at the end of the stream as a pad and manipulated as explained in the above example.

The equations (4, 5, and 6) are used by the sender S for securing the message while the receiver R uses the equations (10, 11, and 12) for decrypting or getting the original message.

```
A = X. Y. Z + X. Y. Z + X. Y. Z + X. Y. Z
B = X. Y. Z + X. Y. Z + X. Y. Z + X. Y. Z
C = X. Y. Z + X. Y. Z + X. Y. Z + X. Y. Z
```

By using the karnaugh map for simplification yields:
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A = X. Z + X. Y + Y. Z
B = X. Z + X. Z
C = X. Y + Y. Z + X. Y. Z
```
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This stream of bits is encrypted so that it changes its values and be other values (definition of encryption) are return to its original when received by the receiver R by using ABC equations. If the number of zeros and ones is not multiples of 3, then zeros are added at the end of the stream as a pad and manipulated as explained in the above example.

Fig.1. The sender S is using XYZ equations for encryption.
VIII. INSIDE THE CLUSTER HEAD

The CH could be regarded as any other sensor to be used for receiving and sending. It contains two type of circuits; one of them is used for receiving (CFR: circuit for receiving) and the other is used for sending (CFS: circuit for sending).

A. CFR

The operations of the receiving circuit for the Cluster head can be illustrated by the flowchart shown in figure 4.

Where:
- **Control Unit**: splits the received signal, which is a combination of sensor signature, message counter and the securing message. Inside the control unit, there is a gray-code system, which converts the first 10-bit of the received signal (signature) from the gray code to the binary number. The result must be the ID of the sensor that sent the signal. That means the ID is gotten from the signature and it didn’t send with the signal. Then the signature is compared with the one whose ID is found.
- **Signature Comparator**: gets the signature from the control unit.
- **Message Counter Comparator**: it takes the second 10-bit, which represents the message counter and compares it with the last save one for greater than, which is represented by 1, or for smaller than or equal to, which is represented by 0. If the result is greater than the last saved, then it will ANDing with other signal of signature comparator result to notify that the entered message has not duplicated, or else the message is neglected.
- **Control Signal**: it makes the ANDing between the two signals (binary numbers) coming from the comparisons result in a message counter that is always 1 (greater than) and the signature which is either 0 or 1. If the signal from the signature comparator is C1 and from the message counter comparator is C2, then to make the message pass through the tri-state buffer, the input signal must be equal to 0. Which means C1 AND C2 = 1. C2 by default is equal to 0; if C2 equal to 0 then the message will be pass but if C1 =1 then C1 AND C2 =1, which means high impedance of tri-state buffer and the message will be neglected because the signature is not for intended sensor.

**Tri-state buffer**: (active-low control line, works by zero input and needs low energy), which gets the signal from the control signal and works as shown in table III.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Output (No)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Output (Yes)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If the control signal is 1, then received message wouldn’t be pass to another circuit (neglected) so that is not from the intended sensor, but if the control signal value is 0 then the message is passing to the Demultiplexer circuit.

**Demultiplexer**: gets the selector from the control unit, which is the ID of the sender sensor and got by gray-code (signature). It is used to decide which code conversion circuit the secured message should be used for getting the original message.

**Code Conversion circuit**: each senor has an ID, and according to its ID the circuits of code conversions are designed in the cluster head so that it is used for decryption or getting the original message.

B. CFS

The operation of the sending part for the CH can be illustrated by the figure 5.
Where:
*Gray-Code its ID:* takes the first 10-bit of the original message (original message organized as ID, counter, and the message) and converts it to Gray-code to produce the signature of itself.

*Compute the Counter:* gives the numerical value to the current message, which represents its sequence from the overall message that would be sending.

*Selection of Code Conversion:* according to the ID of the sensor to be sending to, the decision would be made for which equations (Code) to be used. Each sensor has its own equations used for encryption and decryption preserved in the CH and also in the L-sensor.

*Securing Message:* using the equations that are selected from the previous step for securing the message as discussed in the example of section VII.

*Final Message:* the whole message including the signature, message counter and the encrypted message is sent to either other CH in the network or to the L-sensor in its cluster group.

**IX. INSIDE THE L_SENSOR**

Each node contains two circuits; one of them is used for sending and the other is used for receiving.

**A. Receiver Circuit**

The receiver circuit of the L-sensor is illustrated in figure 6. Where:

*control Unit:* splits the whole message, which is encrypted message, signature and the message counter. Each one of them enters into its own process circuit.

*Gray-code Conversion:* gets the signature, which is in Gray-Code format, and converts it to its original binary code. The result is the ID of the CH that sent the message. The ID of such cluster head is preserved in the L-sensor.

**ID Comparison:** makes a comparison between the ID gotten from the previous step and the preserved one of such CH node. If the result of comparison is 0, that means they are matched (rules of Boolean algebra: \( A \times OR (A) = 0 \)) and can be a control signal used with other control signal on the tri-State buffer for making the encrypted message be passed, else the message is neglected.

*Message Counter Comparison:* makes a comparison with the previous message sent from the same CH for greater than, which is represented by 1 and for smaller than or equal to, which represented by 0. The result signal is combined with the signal from ID comparison.

*Control Signal:* combines the signals (bits) from the ID and message counter comparison. It has the equation of \( Z = A \times B \) where A is the bit from the ID comparison and always equal to 0, and B is the bit from the message counter comparison and may be equal to 0 or 1. Regard that the tri-state buffer is working and passes the message if the result bit of control signal is equal to 0. The states are shown in table IV.

*Tri-State Buffer:* (active-low control line, low energy needs to work). Pass the encrypted message to the code conversion process when the bit from the control signal process is equal to 0.

*Code Conversion:* apply its own equations to decrypt the message and get the original message.
TABLE IV
CONTROL SIGNAL STATES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A Meaning</th>
<th>B Meaning</th>
<th>Z Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 The matching is done between two IDs</td>
<td>0 The result of comparison is smaller than or equal to the previous one (duplicated message)</td>
<td>1 The message be neglected and not passed to the next step</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 The matching is done between two IDs</td>
<td>1 The result of comparison is greater than the previous one</td>
<td>0 The encrypted message will be pass to the next step</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Never happened</td>
<td>0 The result of comparison is smaller than or equal to the previous one (duplicated message)</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Never happened</td>
<td>1 The result of comparison is greater than the previous one</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Sender circuit

The sender circuit of the L-sensor is illustrated in figure 7. Where:

Gray-Cade its ID: takes the ID and converts it to Gray-code to produce the signature.

Securing Message: encrypts the message, by using the equations of code conversion preserved in the sensor.

Compute the Counter: gives the sequence number of the sending message.

Final Message: collects all the information, which is the signature, counter and the encrypted message respectively, then sends the whole message to the H-sensor.

The sender circuit of the L-sensor is illustrated in figure 7.

XI. CONCLUSION

Building secure sensor networks is of paramount importance, but it is quite difficult; for that reason there is a tradeoff between the security strength and the complexity of the proposed solution for protecting the message from eavesdropping. In this paper we solved the problem of messages security transferred among sensors until they reached safely to the base station and developed security architecture in WSN with heterogeneous sensor nodes. The new method is used by exploiting the idea of code conversions with the Gray-code system to encrypt the whole message.
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